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 The Earth's climate is determined by a
delicate balance between how much of the
Sun’s radiative energy is absorbed in the
atmosphere and at the surface – mostly
by the oceans – and how much thermal
infrared radiation the Earth emits to space 
 A positive energy imbalance means the
Earth system is gaining energy, causing
the planet to heat up
 The warming also drives other changes,
such as snow and ice melt, and increased

water vapour and cloud changes that can
further enhance the warming. The Earth's
energy imbalance is the net effect of all
these factors 

Earth trapping unprecedented 
AMOUNT OF HEAT!

WILL SMITH
REVEALS TITLE,
COVER OF HIS

UPCOMING MEMOIR

A ctor Will Smith revealed the title
and cover of his upcoming autobi-
ography recently. The inspira-

tional memoir titled 'WILL' is set to be
published by Penguin Press on November
9. The award-winning actor took to his
Instagram account and his website to
share the news about his book.

 As per People magazine, in
'WILL', Smith will explore his per-
sonal trajectory— from his child-
hood in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
to his iconic roles in 'The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air', and an array of
hit films like 'Ali' (2001) and 'Hitch'
(2005).
 The book is an inspirational tale
of how (Will Smith's) true self-
knowledge helped to propel him to
extraordinary success, and then
evolve further to a place of deeper
peace,  with himself, his loved ones,
and the world

I
f NASA's latest study is to go by, the Earth's energy imbalance
has doubled in the 14-year period - from 2005 to 2019. In
other words, more energy is being absorbed from the sun
than is reflected back to space, throwing the Earth's energy
'out of balance' and warming the planet further...

1 According to researchers, the
Earth's positive energy
imbalance is due to the

increasing of atmospheric pollu-
tion in the form of greenhouse
gases like carbon dioxide (CO2),

methane (CH4) and ozone (O3)

2 These pollutants
block the Earth's
radiant heat from

escaping into space,
increasing absorption of
sunlight and trapping the
heat within the atmos-
phere

3 The Earth takes in
about 240 watts
per square metre

of energy from the sun.
At the beginning of the
study period, in 2005, it
was radiating back about
239.5 of those watts —
creating a positive imbal-
ance of about half a watt.
By the end, in 2019, that
gap had nearly doubled to
about one  full watt per
square metre

4 The energy increase between 2005
and 2019 is equivalent to every
person on the Earth using 20 elec-

tric tea kettles at once

5 The study reveals that the doubling
of the imbalance is partially the
result of an increase in greenhouse

gases due to human activity, also known
as anthropogenic forcing

6 Besides, researchers said, increase
in water vapour are trapping more
outgoing longwave radiation, fur-

ther contributing to Earth's energy imbal-
ance

7 Additionally, a decrease in clouds
and sea ice lead to more absorption
of solar energy. This is because

their reflective white surfaces are ideal
for bouncing back the sun's light

8 Moreover, researchers point to the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) – a cli-
matic event, which cover vast areas of

the Pacific Ocean over periods of 20 to 30 years

9 Flip of the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO) from a cool phase
to a warm phase likely played a

major role in the intensification of the
energy imbalance, they added

WHAT'S CAUSING IT?

How's the Earth's climate determined

DID
YOU
KNOW

P
oorly-fitting face masks greatly increase the risk of infection from air-
borne diseases like Covid-19, compared to custom-fitted masks, accord-
ing to a study. Researchers at the University of Cincinnati in the US used
CT scans of three different-sized face masks attached to three different-

sized dummy heads to measure the gaps between the face and the fabric. They then
calculated the leaks from these gaps to determine the infection risk. The study
found that poorly-fitting N95 masks can have substantial leaks around the face that
reduce their effectiveness and increase the risk of infection.

Better-fitting face masks greatly
improve Covid-19 protection: Study

 The aerosol transport attributed to
leaking out the sides of the masks varied
from as little as 30 per cent to as much as
95 per cent for the worst-fitting masks
 The researchers found that the leaks
were most-likely around the nose. They
noticed that the gaps were often asym-
metrical on the symmetrical dummy
faces
 The study found that poorly-fit-
ted face masks can as much as
double the infection risk to the
wearers and people around them

corona
update

HELP NASA NAME THE MANNEQUIN
HEADING TO THE MOON
N

ASA as a part of its 'Name the Artemis Moonikin Chal-
lenge' has asked social media users to name the mannequin,
who is all set to go to the Moon this November. The man-
nequin will be part of the agency's Artemis- I Moon mis-

sion. According to NASA, the engineers will compare the Artemis I
flight data with the previous ground-based tests conducted with the
same mannequin and human subjects for their future mission.

NASA's Artemis I Moon mission will send the
uncrewed Orion spacecraft to the Moon. However,
the commander seat of this spacecraft will be
taken up by a mannequin, who will be outfitted
with two radiation sensors, and a first-generation
Orion Crew Survival System spacesuit in 2023 QWhat's your choice? 

Share your name at 
toinie175@ gmail.com

VOTERS CAN CHOOSE AMONG
THE EIGHT NAMES:
ACE: Straightforward, practical.
Stands for Artemis Crew Explorer.
CAMPOS: Resourceful, problem-
solver. A dedication to Arturo
Campos, a key player in bringing
Apollo 13 home
DELOS: Nostalgic, romantic. The
island where Apollo and Artemis
were born, according to the Greek

myth
DUHART: Warm, welcoming. A dedi-
cation to Irene Duhart Long, (the
first female and first minority) chief
medical officer at Kennedy Space
Center
MONTGOMERY: Pioneer, innovative.
A dedication to Julius Montgomery,
the first African- American to work
at the Cape Canaveral Space Facility
as a technical professional

RIGEL: Bright, inspirational. The
giant superstar in the Orion constel-
lation
SHACKLETON: Secretive, abundant.
A crater on the Moon's south pole
and a reference to a famous
Antarctic explorer
WARGO: Enthusiastic, passionate. A
dedication to Michael Wargo, the
agency's first Chief Exploration
Scientist

NASA has a history of crowd-
sourcing names for its space
phantoms and devices. The
Mars rover Perseverance,
which landed on the Red plan-
et on February 19, got its
name from a national contest
won in early 2020 by
Alexander Maher, a then-sev-
enth grader in Virginia

NAMESAKE

BOOK

The ICC should find a way
to decide a winner in
case rain plays spoil-

sport in the World Test
Championship final between
India and New Zealand. There
must be a formula to pick a
winner in case of a drawn
World Test Championship final.
The ICC's cricket committee
should think and then take a
decision
Sunil Gavaskar, former
Indian captain, on the
ongoing match that has
been affected by rain



Beginning the journey 
of learning in an
alphabetical order, Times
NIE takes you through
one concept from each
subject every fortnight

TEACHERS, IF YOU
HAVE A CONCEPT

THAT CAN CHANGE
A CLASSROOM, 

SHARE IT ON

toinie175@gmail.com WITH
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH 

I
n economics, gross domestic product
(GDP) is how much a place produces in
an amount of time. GDP can be calculat-
ed by adding up its output inside the 

borders of that country.

GEOGRAPHY ECONOMICS

LANGUAGE

BIOLOGY

GREENWICH MEAN TIME

For ages, people measured time
based on the position of the
sun – it was noon when the

sun was highest in the sky. Even in
the Middle Ages, when mechani-
cal clocks began to appear, cities
would set their town clock by
measuring the position of the sun.
But every city would be on a slightly
different time.

cation in language. However, further subdivision makes for
multiple genres as explained earlier. 

There are six basic genres of writing that are descrip-
tive, expository, persuasive, narrative technical and poetic.
One can now get the sense of why it is important to have a
strong sense of genre. For a young writer, knowledge of gen-
res and self-awareness is important. Sometimes
we aren’t quite sure of what ‘type’ of
writers we are. Once you write a
chapter and read it, you will get
clues about what genre of writing
your material falls into. With
this knowledge, you can 
either enhance and play to
your natural leaning or
consciously change to
fit a desired
genre.

CLASSROOMS TO EXPERIENCE ZONES
ACTIVITY FOR STUDENTS

■ Help students start to understand the geography of
time zones by putting up a wall of
clocks in your classroom. ■ Set

one clock to universal time and
label it Greenwich, England.
Choose a variety of major cities

throughout world to label the
other clocks and set them accord-

ingly. ■ Point out the clocks at dif-
ferent times throughout the school
day. ■ For example, in the morn-
ing when students in your class

are just starting school, talk
about what students in other
time zones might be doing. 
■ You can also use the clocks
as a starting point to explain
how longitude and time zones
are related.

GENRE
By Kartik Bajoria
Jaipur-based Communication
Skills Educator & Writer

T his discussion extends the one on Decimal num-
bers in ‘D’ by exploring numbers having ‘decimal
point’, such as 3.4.   

Origin of numbers
Recall, we use numbers to express the outcomes of
counting, and measurement. 
Counting fractional quantities leads to fractional numbers
Counting seven      apples (    ) 

=

A fractional quantity (< 1)
Drawback of fractional numbers   
Fractional numbers are not easy for operation, 
e.g.,     +      , or          x , isn't simple.

But … operations are very important
Recall, counting and measurement are not easy things
to do. We mostly use operations on numbers to avoid
counting or measurement. Thus, alternative way of ex-
pressing fractional quantities (numbers) is very 
important. 
The alternative to fractional numbers
Numbers with decimal point, e.g., 347.25, 0.35, have frac-
tional part after the decimal point. They may have an
integer part (whole units – 347, 0) and a fraction part
(‘.25’, .’35’). After this, guide students toward the question:

“How much stuff is being made?” If things are
being made, there must be demand for those
things, meaning there should be people able
to pay for them. Ask students how “stuff being
made” could be measured. Discuss the fact
that we need to put a value on the stuff being
made. Suggest the possibility of comparing

that value to previous years to see
if total value of stuff is increasing
or decreasing. Talk about how
total value being made might be
different in different industries.
Explain how GDP was invented
to track a country’s

progress.

GRAVITATIONAL PULL
EXPERIMENTS TO TRY

the stick. Repeat twice more so that the stick has
three paper clips attached. Hold the stick up in the
air, allowing the paperclips hang freely. Tilt the
stick back and forth.
LEARNING OUTCOME
As is demonstrated, Earth’s gravity is continu-
ously pulling our bodies and the objects around
us to its core. Even when the stick is tilted, Earth’s
gravitational pull exerts its force on the paper-

clips, pulling them straight down toward the
Earth.
GRAVITY WATER DROP
■ A paper cup
■ Water
■ A pencil

On the outside of the cup near the bottom,
poke a hole using a pencil. Plac-

ing a finger over the hole, fill the cup
with water. Remove your finger from
the hole. You should find that the wa-
ter flows out of the cup in an even,
steady stream (if the water is not quite
flowing smoothly, try poking a new
hole and refill the cup with water).
Next, holding your finger over the
hole, fill the cup once again with
water. Drop the cup, removing your
finger from the hole at the same time.
You’ll find that as the cup falls, no water
flows out of the hole.

LEARNING POINT
When you first held the cup in the air and re-
moved your finger, gravity pulled the water down
towards the ground and water pressure forced
it out of the hole. However, when the cup and wa-

ter fell at the same speed, there is no water pres-
sure. Without this force, the water remains

inside the cup as gravity pulls both to
the ground.

GALILEO’S EXPERIMENT
■ A sturdy chair ■  Stopwatch
■ Balloon ■ Household items

Gather items of differing weights
and sizes, such as a ball, action

figure or doll, and a balloon. Have your
child stand on top of the chair while hold-
ing the items. One at a time, have your

child drop each item from the same height.
Keep track of how long it takes each item
to reach the ground.

LEARNING POINT Though many believe
that larger, heavier items will hit the
ground first, this is not
true. The rate of Earth’s
gravitational pull on all ob-

jects is the same,
regardless of

weight .
Given

t h e
a b -
sence of
air resist-
ance, each
object should
reach the floor at
the same time. Tell
us if your findings
support this?

PAPERCLIP GRAVITY EXPERIMENT
■ A stick
■ Paper clips
■ String

First, tie one end of a piece of string to a
paperclip and tie the other end around

MATHS
GRAVITY (A COMMON NUMBER
WITH DECIMAL POINT, 9.8)

Sandeep Srivastava, educator for 20 years, 
specialises in making Maths easy and fun

Did you know the confusion began with the
invention of the clock itself!
INVENTION OOF CCLOCK: Clocks were first invented in China around
100 AD from the earlier sundials, which were simple devices

that marked the movement of the sun with the move-
ment of the earth. By 1300 AD, large clocks with

weights were invented and these consisted of gears
that moved the hands. In 1510, Peter Henlein of
Germany discovered the spring-powered clock and
in 1656, Christian Huygen, a Dutch scientist,

patented the pendulum clock. Soon, several clocks
sprung up in most towns and villages. This abundance of

clocks caused confusion as each clock was set for noon for
that particular village. But this problem was not taken into
account until the postal service began.

BRITAIN FFIRST TTO SSTART WWITH SSTANDARD TTIME: Britain was
the first to accept that a standard time was necessary and decided to
adopt a consistent time across the country to regulate train timings.
The original idea was credited to Dr William Hyde Wollaston (1766-
1828), which was implemented by Abraham Follett Osler (1808-1903). 

SO HHOW DDID GGMT CCOME UUP?: In October 1884, an International
Meridian Conference met in Washington DC to settle the matter.
Twenty-four countries chose Greenwich, a village just outside
London in England as the prime meridian.

TEACHER PROMPT: Ask students to write a story. Next day,
ask them to tell the class what inspired them to pick a genre

To find the GDP of a country, one adds up all
consumer spending (C), all investment (I), all
government spending minus taxes (G), and the
value of exports minus imports (X – M). This is

shown by the equation:
GDP = C + I + G + (X - M)

This measure is often used to
find out how healthy a country

is; a country with a high value of GDP can
be called a large economy. The United

States has the largest GDP in the world.
Germany has the largest in Europe,
Nigeria in Africa and China in Asia.

ACTIVITY

The decimal part of such numbers (e.g., ‘.88’ in 2397.88)
is converted from a fraction, e.g., ‘.88’ is converted
form of the fr action         . 

Numbers with decimal
point are special kind of
fractions
Their denominator is
always 10, or its multi-
ple; a kind of stan-
dardised fractional
numbers. A few frac-
tion to decimal exam-
ples are:

Decimal numbers are great for operations
0.47 + 115.67, or 276.897 ÷ 45.28, are as easy as 2 + 4, or 
8 ÷ 2.
Visualising numbers with decimal point 

The quantity after decimal point
The total quantity expressed by the digits after the decimal point
is less than ‘1’ (1 unit of whatever). The largest possible decimal
part is 0.999999999… .As soon as it is increased to be 1, it becomes
one more unit in the whole part of the number.
5.9999999 + 0.0000001 = 6

Decimal places
The number of digits after the decimal point till the last 1 - 9 digit
in a number is the number of decimal places of the number. 
0 decimal place number examples – 0, 9, 54525
1 decimal place number examples – 0.3, 3.2, 454.6
3 decimal place number examples – 0.004, 1.402
It gives out the ‘unit of the fraction’ of a decimal number, as 
illustrated next.  
Decimal to fraction
Decimal place indicates the denominator of the fraction that the
decimal represents (being 10decimal place). The digits in the decimal part
represent the numerator.
In 87622.746, the fractional part is         . 87622.746 has 3 decimal
places, thus, the unit of the fraction is        (denominator is 103);
there are 746 unit fractions in 87622.746 and it's the numerator. 
Fraction to decimal

We ‘increase, or decrease’ the numerator and denominator in
the same way such that the denominator becomes 10, 100, 1000,
10000, etc. For example,     can be converted to decimal by four-fold
increase in 5 and 25 so that the denominator is 100 (4 x 25); it's       ,
or 0.2. 

Rational numbers (ancient name for numbers in ‘relationship’, 
ratio)
Decimal numbers that can be exactly expressed as Numerator

Denominator
But numerator and denominator are integers (have no fractional
part) and decimal places is a finite count. 
Irrational numbers
Decimal numbers that can't be expressed as rational numbers, such
as 2,    , etc. Decimal places is infinite count, such as non-termi-
nating3.1415926535897932 …, or repeated and non-terminating
0.333333 … .
Real numbers
All the decimal numbers we use to represent all possible quanti-
ties (rational and irrational numbers). They are very important
for real-life applications, e.g., in calculus.
Imaginary 
These numbers are very real in science and technology, e.g., 

-x (square root of any negative quantity)is usable only if we use
the imaginary number, 'i'. i =  -1 ; i2 = -1. Thus,    -x can be written
as   -1 x = i    x .
Complex numbers
Numbers having real and imaginary parts, for example, 3 + 7i.
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It is vital to understand the concept and im-
portance of the word ‘Genre’ — especially if
you are a budding writer. 
Genre essentially is a classification usually

on the basis of some key characteristics, one that
includes writing but extends to other arts as well.
One could say that it means a certain ‘style’ or
‘type’. For instance, Rock, Jazz are genres in mu-
sic; Impressionism, Dadaism genres in art and
Tragedy, Comedy, Mystery, etc. genres in litera-
ture. At a broader level, fiction, non-fiction, poet-
ry and drama would be the overarching classifi-

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT

TEACHER PROMPT: When you talk of
financial growth of a country what ques-
tions come in your mind? Start this dis-
cussion by welcoming answers from stu-
dents. Answers might include: How many
people are unemployed? What percent-
age of high school students are going to
college? How high is the income gap
between the rich and the poor?

02 “A man who carries a cat by the tail learns something he can learn in no
other way.” Mark Twain A2Z OF CONCEPTS
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